We help
People, Teams & Organisations
ENTERPRISE BOLDLY,
DELIVER POWERFULLY!

Since 1999
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The Secrets of Growing and Thriving:
1) To Achieve Much Develop Yourself...
2) To Achieve Even MoreCo-build a Team..
3) To Achieve Excellence On All Fronts Co-evolve an Organisation…
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A SMALL QUIZ
To live up to your fullest potential,
where do you need help:
[ ] Being the everyday hero, you want to be!
[ ] Discovering your collective ‘why’
and evolving your aligned ‘how’ for
Building a world-class team!
[ ] Learning faster, better, stronger, together:
Evolving into a vibrant organisation!
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We will guide you in:
Dealing with Uncertainty,
Building Coalitions of Effort,
Growing competencies that matter,
Translating problems into inflexion
points that result in growth!
As: Risk is inevitable while seeking to grow…
we will also help you Enterprise Boldly!
Since: Achievements are crucial for
progress…
we will enable you to Deliver Powerfully!
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For over two decades, we have engaged
with clients on these crucial areas:
Team Building,
Managerial Effectiveness,
Leadership Evolution,
Organisation Transformation...
We use the social sciences of Organisation
Development and Experiential Education
for facilitating our clients' growth.
www.betterenterprise.in
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We will also help you in creating shared
safe-spaces, that are conducive for growth,
for the duration of the session, program,
intervention.
Alternatively, you may use:

www.amarspensieve.com
A Safe Space for Growing Aces
1. Amidst farmlands, in the lap of nature,
2. Dedicated learning spaces - indoor, openair, outdoor - with plenty of lightventilation,
3. Vaccinated Staff,
4. Freshly cooked food,
5. Time to spend together…
People tired of working online; vaccinated, yet
wanting to stay safe; desirous of meeting their
colleagues, in person albeit from a distance; will
find the fresh air, the space to walk around,
simple food, kindle the right mood for learning
and aligning together.
www.betterenterprise.in
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Case Studies
Case Study: Team Building
Key Client’s Endorsement
“We came into the session as individuals and
left as a team. Thanks for making it happen.”
Mr. Gaurav Mathur,
Head, DCX – FS (India), Cap Gemini
Case Study: Managerial Effectiveness
Key Client’s Endorsement
"...your work with the Biologics leadership team
was extremely influential in creating a balanced
'sense of self ' at a time that we needed to
understand that a simplistic sense of
achievement could in fact lead directly to
mediocrity.
And over the years I have found your ability to
listen and be a sounding board, especially when
discussing issues of organizational and personal
development, to be unparalleled. I view our
engagement with you to be one of the key
drivers of leadership development at Biologics at
a critical phase in our evolution."
Dr. Cartikeya Reddy,
Senior Vice-President & Head - Biologics, Dr.
Reddiy's
www.betterenterprise.in
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Case Study: Leadership Evolution Program
Key Client’s Endorsement
“We, as a team, started off with defined purpose
for this ‘Leadership Intervention’ and you have
been a key factor that helped us accomplish this
objective. The overall experience has been
fantastic and the team really enjoyed it.”
Vijay Padmanabhan,
Director & Head Shared Fin. Services, Invesco
Case Study: OD Strategic Intervention
Key Client’s Endorsement
"Over one year Amar has guided the evolution of
Chitika, Inc.'s Indian operations - his services
were of immense value as he was able to deftly
balance the need to look ahead (he was ten steps
ahead of me always) and hand-hold the key
associates across geographies, in incubating the
Indian company successfully.
Amar rocks as an Organization Development
Consultant who can customize facilitation
solutions for new companies."
Venkat Kolluri,
CEO, Chitika, Inc.
www.betterenterprise.in
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Our Facilitation Services

Since 1999, we have travelled with several
Entrepreneurs, CXOs, Professionals and
Executives in their respective journeys. We
have strengthened them by evolving their
purpose and enabled them to guide crucial
organisational initiatives to achieve stellar
growth in shifting, changing times.
We provide:
Expertise in Organisation Development
and Experiential Education;
Rich Experience in consulting, training,
coaching, mentoring of over two decades;
Deep Competencies in deep listening,
empathy, big picture thinking, language
synthesis, spanning theory-practice,
assuming risk while rapidly mitigating it,
delivering results that matter...
amar@betterenterprise.in

About Us
Cosmic Management Services is a private
limited company, in existence since 1998. It is
focused in offering Organisation Development
Consulting and Experiential Education based
facilitation services. It is located at Amar’s
Pensieve, a dedicated training camp, located
near Hyderabad, Telangana, India.
Our Chief Facilitator: Amar Chegu is a
Certified Management Consultant. For over
two decades, he has rendered facilitation
services for enabling rapid growth at a
personal, team and organisational levels. He
enables his clients to Enterprise Boldly, Deliver
Powerfully.
Remember:
1. Problems are never solved at the level at
which they have occurred. Growth is your
answer - inner transformation that enables
external growth.
2. It is possible for the most difficult ‘how’ to
become possible to do, in the light of an
incandescent ‘why’! Discover your abiding
‘why’ to build your mighty ‘how’.
3. Risk is inevitable for making progress.
4. Learning is possible.
5. Email us to help you in Enterprising
Boldly, Delivering Powerfully!
amar@betterenterprise.in

Use our advanced Facilitation Services to:
Align your resources,
Focus your energies and
Generate synergies,
resulting in your seeming effortlessness in
bridging gaps, leaving you to enjoy the
cascades of beneficial results.

Email us today for a Reckoner
to establish your facilitation need:
amar@betterenterprise.in

